
P-1007-001

Extensive technical and public review and input has been included in all

phases of the CRC project, from developing a purpose and need

statement, screening a wide variety of alternatives, and developing a

Draft and Final EIS. A supplemental draft is required if changes to

alternatives after the draft are substantial and/ or if there are new

significant impacts not previously discussed in the draft and/or there are

changes in laws or regulations after the draft. The DEIS identified

potential mitigation measures for all potentially significant as well as

many non-significant impacts, and the FEIS further analyzes and

develops mitigation measures and plans to a higher level of detail and

refinement. CEQ NEPA regulations (40 CFR 1502.9(c)) do not require

agencies to prepare a supplemental draft EIS just because an FEIS

includes refined alternatives and additional information. Such changes

are typical and expected in the planning process, and are consistent with

CEQ and FHWA NEPA regulations. Between publication of the DEIS

and FEIS, FTA and FHWA prepared three NEPA re-evaluations and a

documented categorical exclusion (DCE) to complete changes in the

project since the DEIS. The NEPA re-evaluations addressed the change

in the project from: 1) the 17th Street transit alignment, 2) the composite

deck truss bridge type, and 3) all other changes in design between the

DEIS and the FEIS. The DCE addressed the impacts from the track work

on the steel bridge.

Both agencies concluded from these evaluations that these changes and

new information would not result in any significant environmental impacts

that were not previously considered in the DEIS. For more information,

see Appendix O of the FEIS.

 

P-1007-002

The level of detail in the DEIS was intended to inform the public and

other stakeholders with relevant information in order to understand the

impacts and trade-offs associated with various alternatives. While some
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readers felt that the DEIS did not have enough detail, others felt that it

was too long and detailed.  For those who wanted more detail, the DEIS

referred them to the technical reports that informed the analysis

presented in the DEIS. These were made available on CD and on the

project web site, as well as in hard copy.  For those who felt that the

DEIS was too detailed, an executive summary was distributed along with

the DEIS and made available separately in hard copy and on the project

web site.  Public open houses and numerous public meetings were also

held to provide opportunities for public participation. 

 

P-1007-003

The CRC project made good faith efforts to provide additional

information upon request.  This included fully complying with the

Freedom of Information Act by providing numerous additional documents

to you, Mr. Cortright in response to your formal and informal public

records requests.

 

P-1007-004

CRC would reinvest in an existing and critical transportation corridor by

improving the safety and efficiency of I-5 and by adding substantial

improvements to mobility of transit riders, bicyclists, and pedestrians. 

Many different options for addressing the project's Purpose and Need

were screened out prior to the development and evaluation of the

alternatives in the DEIS. These options included low-cost approaches

such as aggressive TDM/TSM programs or highway-only investments.

Section 2.5 of the DEIS explained why these low-cost options were

dropped from further consideration because they did not meet the

project's Purpose and Need.
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P-1007-005

The referenced legislation refers to statewide goals. They do not require

that every, or any, individual action by itself accomplish the collective

goal for the entire State.

The DEIS does include an evaluation how each of the build alternatives

would affect GHG emissions, and discusses the relevance of this project

and these effects in relation to local, state, federal, and international

goals for reducing GHG emissions. This evaluation found that the CRC

project's build alternatives would reduce future GHG emissions of

vehicles crossing the I-5 bridges compared to No Build. Please refer to

Section 3.19.10 of the FEIS for an updated evaluation of the LPA.

 

P-1007-006

See response to P-1007-005.
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P-1007-007

The cited NEPA section does not actually require an EIS to demonstrate

consistency with State and local statutes. Rather, this regulation requires

an EIS to discuss any inconsistencies between the proposed action and

any State or local plans and laws. The CRC project is not inconsistent

with this new Washington statute. While the DEIS did not discuss VMT

specifically, it did evaluate in detail the effects from the build alternatives

on closely related metrics, such as the number of vehicles using the I-5

and I-205 crossing. The DEIS evaluation found that the project, with a

toll and LRT, would reduce the total daily volume of traffic using these

two river crossings by approximately 3%. The FEIS analysis of the

project has been updated to include an evaluation of how the CRC

project would reduce VMT (see Section 3.1).

It is also important to note that this new Washington statute does not

subject any individual transportation projects to any requirement related

to reducing statewide VMT.
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P-1007-008

Thank you for your review of the numerous CRC reports and impact

analyses. The project team has arrived at conclusions, different than

your own, and has submitted such for agency, public, and peer review.

The following responses speak to your general and specific comments.

Travel demand modeling is an advanced science with engineers,

software developers, and planners constantly developing new formula,

calibrating projections, and refining analyses. The Portland/Vancouver

area, and the CRC project, use the most advanced multi-modal

transportation models available in the industry. These models all hold

constant the land use assumptions; this practice is consistent with

federal, state, and academic guidance on how best to forecast travel

demand. Adopted plans, zoning, and other mechanisms guide

development.  

The travel demand modeling in our region allows the virtual commuters

to choose different routes, take transit, or otherwise avoid the congested

facility.  Though auto commuters have had the option of driving to I-205,

taking transit, altering their commute times, etc., they continue to choose

the I-5 corridor even in times of known grid-lock. Commuters are

choosing this option because, despite the congestion, the choice is still

the best for their individual circumstances.  If we were to disallow this

behavior in the model (as you suggest) the model would be less

consistent with reality. The use of constant land use assumptions in

transportation demand modeling is the industry’s best practice.  

You are correct in asserting that a travel demand model is not the

appropriate tool for addressing changes in land use that might result

from the transportation capacity improvement. However, such land use

changes are not expected.  In fact, this region has been planned for

many years with integrated land use and transportation modeling,

continually assuring decision makers that the two are in balance. 

Obviously, the system is not perfect.  Transportation planning challenges
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often result from unexpected funding shortfalls that stall the construction

of planned improvement projects and differences in planned versus

actual development rates that require projects to be re-prioritized.  The

case of the CRC project is different.  The project has been generally and

specifically integrated into comprehensive and subarea plans for years. 

The levels of development on Hayden Island, in downtown Vancouver,

and north Clark County are based on plans which have taken the CRC

project into account.
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P-1007-009

The evaluation of the five alternatives in the DEIS was preceded by an

extensive evaluation and screening of a wide array of possible solutions

to the CRC project's Purpose and Need statement. Chapter 2 of the

DEIS (Section 2.5) explains how the project's Sponsoring Agencies

generated ideas and solicited the public, stakeholders, other agencies,

and tribes for ideas on how to meet the Purpose and Need. This effort

produced a long list of potential solutions, many of which were non-auto

oriented options such as various transit modes and techniques for

operating the existing highway system more efficiently without any

capital investment. These options were evaluated for whether and how

they met the project's Purpose and Need, and the findings were

reviewed by project sponsors, the public, agencies, and other

stakeholders. Alternatives that included only TDM/TSM strategies, or

provided only transit improvements, would provide benefits, but could

only address a very limited portion of the project’s purpose and need.

This extensive analysis found that in order for an alternative to meet the

six "needs" included in the Purpose and Need (described in Chapter 1 of

the DEIS), it had to provide at least some measure of capital

improvements to I-5 in the project area. Alternatives that did not include

such improvements did not adequately address the seismic vulnerability

of the existing I-5 bridges, traffic congestion on I-5, or the existing safety

problems caused by sub-standard design of the highway in this corridor.

The DEIS evaluated alternatives with more demand management

(higher toll) and increased transit service with less investment in highway

infrastructure improvements (Alternatives 4 and 5) compared to the toll

and transit service levels included in Alternatives 2 and 3. The additional

service and higher toll provided only marginal reductions in I-5 vehicle

volumes, and they came primarily at the cost of greater traffic diversion

to I-205. This analysis found that a more balanced investment in highway

and transit, as represented by Alternatives 2 and 3, performed

considerably better on a broad set of criteria.
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P-1007-010

Please refer to response to comment P-1007-009.
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P-1007-011

The construction of the CRC project is not intended to be a substitute for

creating jobs in Clark County. The project’s improvements for freight,

reliability and transit access are expected to stimulate economic activity

and job growth. The economic analysis indicates that job growth in

Vancouver and at the Port of Vancouver will benefit from the project. The

construction of the project itself will also provide jobs to workers in Clark

County.  Vancouver, Clark County, the Columbia River Economic

Development Council, and other organizations work together to increase

the jobs to population ratio in Clark County.
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P-1007-012

Please refer to reponse to comment P-1007-009.

 

P-1007-013

Fuel is just one of several factors in the total cost of owning and

operating an automobile.  Other costs include maintenance, tires,

insurance, licensing and a variety of other factors.  In 1975, fuel costs

were about 33 percent of the total cost to own and operate a car.  It

decreased to about 17 percent by 2006, rose again in 2008, but then

dropped again in 2009. Even at its historical high, it still accounted for a

minority of auto ownership and operating costs (Source: Bureau of

Transportation Statistics as referenced in “Gasoline is cheap” slate.com.

May 15, 2008).   Even in the face of  widely fluctuating gas prices, the

total operating cost per mile (adjusted for inflation) of US vehicles has

remained relatively steady.  This is why travel demand models use

vehicle-operating costs per mile as an input rather than using fuel costs

alone.  Even if fuel prices continue to rise, the long term trend of

rising travel demand is unlikely to be reversed.

It is important to consider traffic projection timeframes relative to

transportation infrastructure timeframes.  With modern construction

materials and technologies, the new river crossing would be built to last

125 years or more – through at least the year 2140. It is impossible to

predict changes in gas prices and vehicle technologies, but it seems

reasonable to assume that there will be ample time through the life of

this project for consumers to adapt to future changes in petroleum

availability/price by choosing more fuel efficient vehicles that are less

susceptible to fluctuations in the price of gasoline.
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P-1007-014

Many different options for addressing the project's Purpose and Need

were evaluated in a screening process prior to the development and

evaluation of the alternatives in the DEIS. Options eliminated through the

screening process included a new corridor crossing over the Columbia

River (in addition to I-5 and I-205), an arterial crossing between Hayden

Island and downtown Vancouver, a tunnel under the Columbia River,

and various modes of transit other than light rail and bus rapid transit.

Section 2.5 of the DEIS explains why a third corridor, arterial crossing of

the Columbia River, and several transit modes evaluated in screening

were dropped from further consideration because they did not meet the

Purpose and Need. For a general description of the screening process

see Chapter 2 (Section 2.7) of the FEIS. It should be noted that every

proposal received from the public was considered, and many of the

proposals that were dropped from further consideration included

elements that helped shape the alternatives in the DEIS.

 

P-1007-015

You have not made clear how any potential "additional constraint on

carbon emissions" could or should be included in the travel demand

modeling. Furthermore, there is currently no such legislation, so it would

be speculative to make assumptions about constraints that might or

might not be introduced in the future, much less determine how they

could affect travel demand in the I-5 corridor.

However, the DEIS does acknowledge recent government legislation

aimed at reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and evaluates how

the alternatives would affect GHG emissions. As discussed in Chapter 3

(Section 3.19.10) of the FEIS, this evaluation found that the project

would slightly reduce GHG emissions from vehicles, as a result of three

primary factors. First, the LPA would toll the I-5 crossing, which is

expected to decrease the number of cars crossing the river at this

location compared to the No-Build Alternative. Second, the LPA provides
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light rail transit that is expected to divert a portion of personal vehicular

travel demand to transit. Third, the LPA decreases congestion on I-5,

which increases average speeds and improves fuel efficiency. Since the

fuel efficiency of passenger vehicles typically improves as speeds

increase (up to approximately free flow conditions), less fuel would be

consumed and less greenhouse gases would be emitted.

 

P-1007-016

The slight decline in travel you note is likely due to a variety of factors,

such as a slowing economy and a spike in gas prices. Such short-term

responses to fluctuations in economic conditions and gas prices are not

uncommon, but the CRC project is being designed to accommodate

long-term demand projections. The Portland-Vancouver region is

expected to grow by approximately 1 million people (Metro, Regional

Population and Employment Range Forecasts, March 2009). This

significant growth will increase travel demand, even if future per-capita

travel declines or shifts to other modes or vehicle technologies.

In October 2008, the CRC project convened an independent panel of

travel demand modeling experts to review the project's travel demand

methodology and conclusions. This panel found that the traffic

projections in the DEIS were reasonable (Travel Demand Model Review

Panel Report, November 2008). For financial planning, however, the

Oregon State Treasurer has recommended that the project develop a

conservative finance plan that will cover project costs even if 2030 traffic

volumes (and thus toll revenues) are lower than the official population

and employment forecasts indicate. Given the  recent economic

recession and other factors that can affect traffic volumes in any given

year, this is a prudent approach to financial planning. The CRC project

Finance Plan (Chapter 4 of this FEIS) reflects this recommendation. This

conservative assumption for financing does not change the official

population, employment, or travel demand projections used to develop

project design or estimate project impacts in the FEIS. Project design is
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influenced much more by factors such as long-term trends in peak period

volumes and by safety concerns, than by daily volumes. Long-term

growth in peak period volumes has been much less affected, and safety

factors are largely unaffected, by the recession. In addition, while a delay

in meeting the 20-year traffic forecasts would be meaningful for financial

planning, it would have little meaningful effect on the design of a facility

intended to serve long-term needs and to last for many decades.

 

P-1007-017

Some money spent to fund the CRC project may come from local and

state funding sources. However, much of the funding for this project is

expected to come from federal sources and from tolls that would

otherwise not be funds available for other infrastructure projects in this

region. Much of the toll revenue will come from trips made by local

residents, but this is generally deemed an equitable method of funding

(i.e. charge the users of the facility).

While it is true the toll will incur an out-of-pocket expense from users, the

project will also provide economic benefits - such as reduced travel time,

improved travel reliability, and improved fuel efficiency - to these

travelers. Section 5.5.6 of the Economics Technical Report identified the

economic effects of the toll, including the expense to some travelers, but

also the benefit of the travel time savings to commuters as well as to

truck-hauled freight that relies heavily on the I-5 corridor. The project

would also offer greatly improved transit options. Other travelers may

reduce their discretionary trips or change their trips.

Regarding the economic impact of reducing VMT, the project would

reduce VMT and slightly reduce the number of total vehicles crossing

the river each day (see Section 3.1.4 of the FEIS).

 

P-1007-018

As described in Chapter 3, Section 3.4 of the DEIS and in Appendix A:
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Indirect Effects: Induced Growth of the CRC Land Use Technical Report

(2008), highway capacity improvements and access improvements can

induce development in suburban and rural areas that were not previously

served, or were greatly underserved, by highway access.  The DEIS

outlines a comprehensive analysis of the potential induced growth

effects that could be expected from the CRC project. A review of national

research on induced growth indicates that there are six factors that tend

to be associated with highway projects that induce sprawl. These are

discussed in Section 3.4 of the FEIS.  Based on the CRC project team’s

comparison of those national research findings to CRC’s travel demand

modeling, Metro’s 2001 land use / transportation modeling, Metro's 2010

run of the Metroscope model, and a review of Clark County, City of

Vancouver, City of Portland and Metro land use planning and growth

management regulations, the DEIS and the FEIS conclude that the

likelihood of substantial induced sprawl from the CRC project is very

low.  In fact, the CRC project, because of its location in an already

urbanized area, the inclusion of new tolls that manage demand, the

inclusion of new light rail, and the active regulation of growth

management in the region, the CRC project will likely reinforce the

region’s goals of concentrating development in regional centers,

reinforcing existing corridors, and promoting transit and pedestrian

friendly development and development patterns. 

In October 2008, the project convened a panel of national experts to

review the travel demand model methodology and conclusions, including

a land use evaluation.  The panel unanimously concluded that CRC’s

methods and the conclusions were valid and reasonable.  Specifically,

the panel noted that CRC would “have a low impact to induce

growth…because the project is located in a mature urban area,” and that

it would “contribute to a better jobs housing balance in Clark County…a

positive outcome of the project”. These results are summarizes in the

“Columbia River Crossing Travel Demand Model Review Report“

(November 25, 2008).
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P-1007-019

The DEIS explicitly defines the levels of tolling and the tolling structures

that were assumed in the DEIS analysis (Section 2.3.5). Chapter 4 of the

DEIS identified potential funding sources for the CRC project, including

tolling. At the DEIS phase, the project did not commit to a specific tolling

level because several factors would first need to be determined following

publication of the DEIS. These factors include identification of a

preferred alternative by the local agencies sponsoring the project, further

design of the project to facilitate more refined project cost estimation,

federal approval for tolling of an Interstate freeway, finalization of a

funding plan for the project identifying how much revenue will need to be

generated by the toll, and agreement between Oregon and Washington

about how the toll will be administered and how it will be used to manage

demand. While the DEIS did not commit to a specific tolling level, the

tolling structures evaluated were in the range anticipated to be

introduced with the project and thus indicative of the type and magnitude

of impacts expected from the project. You are correct, that an investment

grade analysis of the toll will ultimately be needed. If future determination

of the project's tolling level is significantly different from the levels

evaluated in the DEIS, and significantly different effects on traffic and the

environment are likely, the project will need to re-evaluate under NEPA.

As you note, future financing available for the CRC project from local,

state, and federal sources is changing, and the project's funding will

have to adapt to such changes.
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P-1007-020

The CRC Task Force - composed of 39 leaders from a broad cross

section of Washington and Oregon communities – was tasked with

advising the CRC project team, including federal sponsors, and providing

guidance and recommendations at key decision points over the course

of nearly 3 ½ years. Public agencies, businesses, civic organizations,

neighborhoods and freight, commuter and environmental groups were all

represented on the Task Force. The Task Force voted to develop a

supplemental bridge alternative, in an attempt to find an alternative to

total bridge replacement that would still meet the project's purpose and

need but at lower cost and with greater reliance on managing demand

with higher tolls and more transit service.  The two most promising

supplemental alternatives were considered in the DEIS.  Based on the

detailed analysis that followed, the Task Force recommended, and all

project sponsors agreed, that the replacement bridge with light rail was

the locally preferred alternative.

 

P-1007-021

The DEIS has not characterized auxiliary lanes as not adding capacity.

These lanes do add capacity through the project area. The distinction is

that these are not through-lanes and are thus not adding or connecting

capacity north or south of the project area.

Auxiliary lanes, or "add/drop" lanes, serve the purposes you state - to

provide lanes of travel for traffic entering or exiting the freeway without

doing so in lanes used by traffic traveling through the project area. These

lanes afford longer and safer merges and exits and reduce congestion in

areas with closely spaced interchanges.

The range of build alternatives in the DEIS included bridge cross section

options ranging from four total lanes to six total lanes in each direction.

The No-Build Alternative had three in each direction. Chapter 2 of the
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FEIS discusses the process that followed the publication of the DEIS to

determine the locally preferred number of lanes.

 

P-1007-022

ODOT's Safety Priority Index System (SPIS) is the primary method for

identifying locations which may contain safety problems on all state

highways within Oregon. For the years 2004 to 2006, two locations

within the CRC project area, the Hayden Island Interchange and the

North Portland Harbor Bridge, ranked within the top 5% of the highest

scored sites of all Oregon highways. As described in the DEIS (page 3-

16) a SPIS score is based on three years of crash data and considers

crash frequency, crash rate, and crash severity, not simply number of

accidents as you claim.

When looking at the number of crashes per million vehicle miles

traveled, as reported by ODOT in 2006, the Marquam Bridge has a crash

rate of 1.08 over a distance of 1.61 miles, the Fremont Bridge has a

crash rate of 1.88 over 0.47 miles, and I-5 between Lombard and the

State Line has a crash rate of 1.06 over 2.94 miles. As you report, the

crash rate for I-5 is similar to that for the Marquam Bridge and lower than

that for the Fremont Bridge, yet the number of crashes on this segment

of I-5 has been averaged across a greater distance with a

greater variability in highway facility and safety. When looking at a

comparable segment of I-5 entirely within the project area, from the

Hayden Island Interchange (milepoint 307.91) to the Oregon State Line

(mile point 308.38), the crash rate is 2.21 over 0.48 miles, two times the

crash rate on the Marquam Bridge and 15% higher than that of the

Fremont Bridge. This calculation is based on 2002 to 2006 crash data

provided by the ODOT Transportation Data Section Crash Analysis and

Reporting Unity.

 

P-1007-023

The Vancouver-Portland region is a trade hub, acting as a gateway and
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distribution center for domestic and international markets.  The region

has become a trade hub, in large part, because of its direct access to the

freeway system, navigable rivers, rail lines, and international air

shipping.  The region’s continued competitiveness as a trade hub is

dependent on the ability to efficiently move freight on and between these

transportation facilities.

 

P-1007-024

The referenced letter to the Portland/Multnomah County Sustainability

Commission does not state that all of the listed policies are from The

Fourth Assessment Report: Mitigation of Climate Change (IPCC, 2007).

It clearly states that the listed policies are drawn from three different

documents: The Fourth Assessment Report: Mitigation of Climate

Change (IPCC, 2007); A Framework for Addressing Rapid Climate

Change (Oregon Governor’s Climate Change Integration Group, 2008);

and the Report of the City of Portland Peak Oil Task Force (2007). The

proposed CRC project would help to implement relevant policies

contained in each of these reports.  To our knowledge, no aspect of the

CRC project would be inconsistent with other policies contained in these

reports.  If the project were to result in increased auto trips, that aspect

would likely be inconsistent with at least some of the policies in the

Fourth Assessment Report, as you have noted. However, the best

available modeling indicates that the project would decrease future auto

trips, increase future transit use, and increase future walking and

bicycling.

 

P-1007-025

The CRC project does exhibit some of the key characteristics the IPCC

panel report recommends for infrastructure improvements, as noted in

the statements you quote. As you note, the IPCC calls for policies that

reduce automobile travel. The CRC would reduce automobile travel. You

also note that the IPCC calls for modal shifts from low capacity to high

capacity transportation. The CRC project does this as well, over tripling
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the number of future travelers that would cross the I-5 bridges on transit

versus the No Build scenario.

It is also important to clarify that the CRC project is not providing the

capacity increases you mention. The DEIS evaluated, at most, 12 lanes

over the river, which is twice as much as existing conditions, but more

modest increases would be included through the rest of the 5-mile

corridor.
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P-1007-026

See above responses to each of these points.
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P-1007-027

See responses above regarding the formal public comment review

period, the level of detail in the Draft EIS document, and compliance with

the Freedom of Information Act.
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